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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to our spring semester seriesAny new attendees? Introduce yourself and your expertise in S-GEM!



The master formula….

A + B = C
Continuing 
Students

New
Students

Budget

Advising, 
Retention, 
Graduation

Marketing, 
Recruiting, 
Admissions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Queue up the next grad lab – March 18, Developing Advising Services, deep dive into “A”This presentation is a deep dive into “B”



Content and Goals

Identifying & Defining Your 
Admissions Funnel

Building our shared language
High level phases found across all programs
Program-specific phases and data points

Ways to Optimize Your 
Funnel

Improve future yield
Inform predictive analytic enrollment management
Strengthen application, communications and outreach

Admissions: An OGS & Program Partnership

Tools and Resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As with all our sessions, this will be recorded so you can come back to it!Interactive session – you’ll be building your funnel along with me. Please ask questions in the chat and when we pause to discuss our funnels!Admissions can feel complex, stick with me Met with Ben and Crystal, collaborative work – Ben, AJ, Amy feel free to chime in as I’m moving through



Identifying & 
Defining Your 

Funnel



Building Shared Language

Acceptance 
Rate Attrition Conversion 

Rate Data Point

Inquiry Intervention Lead Matriculated

Melt Output Prospect S-GEM

Stealth 
Applicant Yield



Differences 
in UG and 
GR 
Admissions

Modified open 
access versus 

potentially 
competitive 
admissions

State-funded 
versus cash 

funded

Timelines Student 
roadblocks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are also differences from program to program*When* is this happening for you



Admission Funnel Basics

• Integral part of S-GEM

• Benefits of the Admissions 
Funnel:

• Recognize factors that 
make an applicant 
more likely to attend

• Identify where to target 
your energy and 
resources

• Supportive of predictive 
enrollment efforts

• Advocate for resources 
using the language to 
make your case

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who is familiar with the concept of an admissions funnel? Of the graduate admissions funnel?Legitimize what you’re asking for, target your needs, puts words to your guts instinctsPossibilities are endless when it comes to interventions, customized interventions allow you to figure out how to get things unstuck (clarity of instructions, socio-economic barriers, imposter syndrome, better advising) Grab a pencil and a couple sheets of paper, draw a basic funnel shape (upside down triangle)Image source: EAB. (2019, December 6). The 5 key stages of college enrollment – and which metrics to track during each. Retrieved from https://eab.com/insights/daily-briefing/enrollment/the-5-key-stages-of-college-enrollment-and-which-metrics-to-track-during-each/





The Graduate Admissions Funnel

• Prospects
• Inquiries

Top Levels –
Building Demand

• Applicants
• Admits

Middle Levels–
Cultivating 
Applicants

• EnrolledBottom Levels –
Optimizing Yield

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Funnel phases pulled from “Successful Strategies for Recruiting Adults, Online and Graduate Students”, presented by Brian Connelly, Kayla Manning, Stephanie L. Franks Helwich at the 2019 NAGAP Annual ConferenceThese you can add in pen if you want – these high level phases stay the same no matter the programProspects versus inquiries – sometimes these terms can be used interchangeably by admissions professionals, but when talking about the funnel this is what I’ve commonly heard in GEM circlesProspect = sometimes known as leads, any potential student for your program, this could be huge depending on your limiting factors (example: we use Justin with Innovative Database Solutions to send direct email mailings to prospects based on demographic qualities, i.e. where they live, their level of education, and the current field they work in. This give us back tens of thousands of prospects just within the Denver-Metro area)Inquiry = further level of engagement, has actively inquired into your program and expressed interest, for me it’s someone who has filled out the information request form





Beware 
Stealth 

Applicants!

• Stealth Applicants – folks who start or 
submit an application without prior 
inquiry

• Not included in the inquiry to applicant 
conversion rate

• Included in the applicant to admit 
conversion rate

• How do they fit into your funnel?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Slate queries, make sure you’re looking at prospects and applicants as your base when trying to get a picture of your full funnelStealth applicants enter from the side instead of the top of the funnel





Example Funnels 
with Conversion 
Rates
• Prospects – 5,000

• Inquiries – 500 (10% 
conversion rate)

• Applications – 100
• Inquiry Applications 

– 60 (12% 
conversion rate)

• Stealth Applicants –
40

• Admits – 75 (75% accept 
rate)

• Enrolled – 25 (33% yield 
rate)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yield versus attrition – two ways to talk about the same conversionYield = percentage of students who enrollAttrition = percentage of students who don’t enrollYield rate + attrition rate = 100%Image source: ICEF Monitor. (2015, June 23).  The enrollment funnel: Better results start with the prospects you already have. Retrieved from https://monitor.icef.com/2015/06/the-enrolment-funnel/



Why care about your funnel?



Building Out the Funnel

Identify conversion 
points

Locate opportunities 
for an intervention

Collect data points for 
predictive enrollment 

modeling

Customize your 
funnel to your 

process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Draw a star to identify conversion pointsPlace an X by opportunities for an interventionAdd a checkmark by places for data point collectionSome conversions, interventions, and data points will be consistent across all programs, others will need to be personalized to your process





Personalize Your Funnel

Start brainstorming how to 
personalize your funnel for 
your program

Are there additional 
conversion points specific 
to your program within the 
standard framework?

What types of interventions 
are right for your program 
and prospective students? 
When should they occur?

What data do you want to 
collect?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additional conversion point example – for MSW, a submitted app does not equal a complete app, still need to have recommendations submitted (outside of the applicant’s control) and upload admissions essay (in the applicant’s control)Interventions look different at different phases, for different populations, and may depend on your volume – personalize it for your students, for your type of prospects, for your fieldExamples of intervention types: phone calls (from staff, faculty, current students, or alumni), cards sent by mail, email nudges, events (MSW Preview Day, Reg-A-Palooza)Look for where applicants are getting stuck (i.e. not submitting the app, not starting an app, not uploading their supplemental materials)If you don’t know how you’re going to use a data point but it seems important – collect it anyway! Better to have it and find a use later than not to have itPull data outside of the systems, allows for better historical tracking especially as systems change and evolve (paper apps, Recruit, Slate, Taskstream)Conversion points, interventions, and data points are all interconnected – often you’ll have two or all three occurring within one activityFor example, collecting data at conversion points will allow you to determine over time your average conversion rate, if your rates aren’t matching your predictions that lets you know it’s time for an intervention





Questions?



Ways to Optimize 
Your Funnel



Prioritize & Build It Out

• What data can you start collecting now? What historical data 
can you pull?

• What interventions can you implement this cycle? What needs 
to wait to be built out in the future?

• If you have multiple admissions cycles annually, you will have 
folks in different phases of the funnel for different start terms

• Different interventions might work better for different 
cohorts

• Make sure to track each cohort’s data separately
• Align your funnel with your timeline, cohort dependent



Optimizing the Funnel

• Your funnel should drive your 
decision making – proper funnel 
management equals results

• Obtain student feedback to 
improve your funnel 
management

• Three ways to increase your 
output:

• Increase the size of the 
inquiry pool (widen the top 
of the funnel)

• Increase the conversion 
rate at various points (keep 
the funnel from narrowing 
as quickly)

• Combine both strategies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Obtain student feedback – advising appointment follow-up, surveys of incomplete/withdrawn apps, confirmation of enrollment, survey your incoming classIf you want to increase conversion rates, you’ll need to target the sticky spots, find where you can make nudges and utilize the different intervention methodsImage source: AACRAO. (2018, May 3). Overlooked inefficiencies in admissions that can impact yield. Retrieved from https://www.aacrao.org/who-we-are/newsroom/executive-director-updates/blog-detail/aacrao-consulting/2018/05/03/overlooked-inefficiencies-in-admissions-that-can-impact-yield



Quick Strategies

• What can you do mid-
stream to make a 
course correction?

• Email campaigns
• Calling campaigns
• Other potential 

strategies?



Long-Term 
Strategies

• What are recurrent 
sticky spots?

• How can these be 
“un-stuck” for 
future applicants?



Tracking Data Over Time

Collect and Identify

• Take time to collect 
historical data

• Identify key points in your 
funnel

• Establish systems for 
tracking this data over 
time

Set Goals

• Based on an 
understanding of your 
unique conversion rates 
and funnel

• What is your goal? 
(Growth, stabilization, 
diversification?)

• What data are your goals 
built on?

Work Backwards

• Admissions is a big part 
of reaching goals each 
year

• CHP Goal = Continuing 
Student CHP + Incoming 
Student CHP

• New Students -> 
Admitted Students -> 
Complete Apps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We know that if we want an incoming class of Z students, we need to admit Y students, which means we need to have X submitted apps in Slate (based on our historical conversion trends)



Tracking Data Over Time – Historical Data Master List



Tracking Data Over Time – 2021 Admissions Dashboard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Amy uses this as a strategy piece when planning years to come, sitting on C&D, helps communicate a high level overview, it’s going as plan or we need helpEarly versions of this presentation came from a presentation at NAGAP, encourage attendance of April NAGAP annual conference or summer PDI



Tracking Data Over Time – 2022 Admissions Dashboard



Tracking Data Over Time – 2021 Prospect Trends



Tracking Data Over Time – Deliver Metrics



Tracking Data Over Time – A/B Testing



Tracking Data Over Time – Enrollment Confirmation



Tracking Data Over Time – Score Review



Tracking 
Data Over 

Time

• Outcomes after starting the program
• Outcomes based on interventions 

attended/include in
• Other ideas?



Questions?



Admissions: An 
OGS & Program 

Partnership



Welcome 
Ben!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Give a moment to platform Ben, introduce to another large groupRole in OGS, role in admissionsGive Ben 2-3 minutes to introduce himself



What is the role of OGS in admissions?

Enforcing catalog 
requirements – University 
and programmatic

Tracking any exceptions 
that are being made to 
catalog requirements

Initial application processing 
in Slate and Banner 
(verifying against catalog 
requirements)

Processing and storing 
transcripts

Processing acceptances 
and denials, inactivating 
accounts (declined spot)

Identifying systematic 
issues – big picture across 
all 10 programs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reflection of a collaboration with Ben and Crystal



What is the 
role of the 
program in 
admissions?

Subject-matter experts
Setting admissions 
requirements and 

standards in the catalog

Understanding their 
funnel, conversion rates, 

and data points
Defining criteria for 

acceptance

Relationship building with 
applicants

Communicating 
application requirements 
to prospective students 
(transparency is key!)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Relationship building - answer questions yourself, destroy the Roadrunner Run-Around



Don’t neglect the end of your 
funnel!

Once it hits “Awaiting 
Materials”, it’s program 

responsibility to follow the 
application through

Apps need to end up in a 
decision bin at the end of that 

semester’s cycle (Accept, 
Deny, Withdrawn, 

Incomplete)

Inform OGS of 
withdrawals/incomplete apps 

to get everything updated 
across systems

If an accepted student defers, 
mark them as such in Slate

Inform OGS of folks who 
decline their spot, accounts 

need to be inactivated

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clean data is happy data



Tools & 
Resources



Tools for Funnel 
Management
• Always be engaged in funnel 

management and tracking this data

• Slate is a tool that can help you 
manage your funnel, but it is not 
the only tool!

• Look at:
• What information is 

available?
• What pieces of information 

are important?
• How can I segment this 

data?
• What can be automated via 

my tools versus what do I 
need to manage hands on?



Resources to Learn More
• Successful strategies for recruiting adult, online, and 

graduate students (from NAGAP 2019 Annual 
Conference)

• The enrollment funnel: Better results start with the 
prospects you already have (from ICEF Monitor)

• Overlooked inefficiencies in admissions that can impact 
yield (from AACRAO)

• The 5 key stages of college enrollment – and which 
metrics to track during each (from EAB)

https://nagap.org/sites/default/files/0830_8a_manning.pdf
https://monitor.icef.com/2015/06/the-enrolment-funnel/
https://www.aacrao.org/who-we-are/newsroom/executive-director-updates/blog-detail/aacrao-consulting/2018/05/03/overlooked-inefficiencies-in-admissions-that-can-impact-yield
https://eab.com/insights/daily-briefing/enrollment/the-5-key-stages-of-college-enrollment-and-which-metrics-to-track-during-each/


S-GEM Plans
• Whiteboard

• Make sure you’ve identified who is involved in your 
admissions process

• Start brainstorming future state, data points and barriers
• As your plan develops, you’ll be able to talk more about how it 

is integrated
• Use the parking lot for ideas you don’t know where to land

• Timelines
• Start brainstorming when your admissions seasons for various 

start terms may land
• Start brainstorming when you’ll revisit your admissions funnel 

and timeline(s) (recommend annually)
• Funnel

• Feel free to scan or take a picture of your funnel and upload to 
the “Admissions Funnels” folder on the Teams site



Questions?
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